
Courses and workshops designed to assist girls with their 
transition from childhood to adolescence.

“ I learned that I am unique and different and that even if  
I like one thing and someone else likes another,  
I don’t have to pretend to like what they like.”

STRESS MANAGEMENT & PREPARING FOR ADOLESCENCE

MOTHER AND DAUGHTER DAY

After the lessons with the girls, a full day workshop with mothers and daughters 
will follow on a Sunday.  This will be a time of questions, of listening and seeing 

and of celebrating the soon to be entered world of adolescence in a creative way. 

“Thanks so much again for such a special experience. Jemima told me on 
Sunday night after our day together that she felt ‘relieved’ and that   

it was no longer  awkward’ to talk about things....questions about growing 
up that I never even thought she had yet!  It really has created a wonderful 
new openness in our mom/daughter relationship and she has chatted to me 
so openly about all the questions about growing up that she must have been 

holding in for so long, unbeknown to me!”

Explaining menstruation 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON COURSES AND WORKSHOPS: 
Michelle Schoon:  082 3444231 | Email: michelle@girlswhocan.co.za

Girls Who Can - Preparing Our Daughters for Adolescence



Using creativity, play and role play, we help prepare girls for the physical, emotional  
and relationship changes they will experience during adolescence.  

•	 We create a playful space to talk about body changes and the ‘fashion’ of bodies. 
•	 We help them enlarge their expression of and vocabulary for feelings and emotions
•	 They will learn how to protect themselves.  Labeling different feelings and using body 

signals to help them make decisions that keep them safe. 

Some of the topics we cover that are relevant to this age group are:

Belonging/exclusion/isolation | vulnerability | physical changes
 body image | trusting body signals and knowing how to act on these
 understanding moods | expressing feelings | finding a sense of value 

 being social media savvy | maintaining co-operative relationships and 
developing a sense of identity.

Assertiveness

Inclusion/Exclusion

Letting go 
of feelings

Sharing circles

Role-playing

    “Adolescence is not a phase      -   it’s a process.”

Expressing through creativity

Boundaries

SOME COMMENTS FROM THE GIRLS:

“What had the most meaning for me was sharing our experiences  
and realising that I am not alone.”

“I liked this group because I could say anything and not 
be embarassed.”

“This has changed my life, thank you!”


